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Frontispiece to The Open Court.
MR. THOMAS A. EDISON AND MR. EDWARD C. HEGELER.

DISCUSSIONS of Mr. Edison's views of the soul and immortality have been filling the papers lately, both dailies and magazines, and we wish we could take up the subject and enter into it with all our might, but at present we must be satisfied with a few comments and will reserve a detailed exposition of the problem for a later issue.

It is noticeable that Mr. Hegeler compared the human brain to the phonographic record, as Mr. Edison does, but with this difference, that Mr. Hegeler more appropriately identified the soul with the record itself; not with the material on which it is inscribed, but with the line that registers the sound. This line which may represent the voice of a man, can be impressed into the wax or hard rubber, or perhaps into a more enduring material and before it wears out, can be transferred to innumerable records.

Such is the fate of man's soul. What we think and say and write and do, does not die with us: it continues to work. We transfer to others our modes of thinking and acting. Our life is not as if writ in water, but leaves innumerable traces, many of which remain efficient factors in after life. In every one of these factors we survive for good or evil, and the truth is that the sins of the fathers are visited upon their children until about the fourth generation, but their blessings spread and are hoarded up into the thousandth generation.

Mr. Edison is right in believing that our personality is not individual in its nature. The idea that we are constituted of an indi-
individual soul-being is a common superstition of the old psychology. Every person is a multiplicity, and the great thinkers of the past form a considerable portion of the souls of modern men and women.

Mr. Edison says that he expects to live on merely in the ticks and clicks of telegraphs and in telephones and his various other inventions. But no "merely" is needed! That immortality is big enough for any one of us. In addition he will live also in the brain of other inventors who will carry his work to further accomplishment.

Wherever any one of Mr. Edison's inventions is used there is part of his thought, of his mind, of his soul, and that is the true Edison. Will he deny it? Scarcely. Mr. Edison's personal friends and the members of his family may love Mr. Edison himself—his person, his character, the twinkle in his eye and the smile on his lip, the human in him—better than his thoughts; or presumably they love his personality and admire his genius. But the recording angel of history, the destiny of mankind that doles out our rewards in immortality, cares naught for the former and weighs the soul only, and this soul of man, according to its merits, will take part in the life after death, in what is commonly called immortality.

The difference between Mr. Hegeler's view of immortality and Mr. Edison's denial of it does not touch the facts under discussion but is a difference of attitude; and "attitude" depends upon the point of view we feel inclined to take.